The alphabet is Ionic. An Athenian might have written the letters. "Athenian" seems a possible conjecture, since the first two letters of each line may show awareness of a stoichedon pattern, which Henry Immerwahr considers "basically an Attic phenomenon."3 The I I thank Charles K. Williams, II for permission to publish these texts and for helpful advice. I also thank Henry Immerwahr, Hugh Lloyd-Jones, and Ronald Stroud, each of whom has improved a version of this note.
2 For further discussion of the poros crust and underlying pottery, see Williams and Russell 1981 The archaeological context in which the sherd was found is dated by its pottery to 550-500 B.C. The sort of Little Master Cup from which the fragment comes is generally thought to be of 6th-century manufacture, and the style of writing matches fairly well some examples that our best authorities date to the 6th century.4 The first indicators, therefore, by which we assign dates to ancient objects and writing point to a time in the second half of the 6th century.
The locution, however, is like that of Greek and Roman comedy: one can easily imagine two different persons speaking, each his own short sentence.5 But this fragment of a dialogue is possibly a hundred years or more earlier than the first fully preserved play from Old Comedy, Aristophanes' Acharnians, produced in 425 B.C. It is, moreover, a generation or so earlier than 487/6 B.C., the traditional date for the first performance of a comedy at the Dionysia at Athens.6 To look a little further into the past, the graffito can be later than the fat men of Sparta and Corinth but possibly is contemporary with some of the Attic blackfigure representations of cocks, dolphin-riders, ostriches, knights, and the like, which are generally associated with early choruses.7
To make the most of these exiguous hints, one could imagine someone brought up in Ionia ( 
